Larry Williams True Seasonal Index

My True Seasonal Index gives you the true seasonal pattern for any market, be it a stock or commodity. Most stocks and commodities do have seasonal influences. Traders should learn to take advantage of these patterns.

This is a very unique seasonal indicator. Why? Because in my 50+ years of research and development of indicators, educating traders, and following the markets, the majority of other seasonal studies “run the numbers” then curve fit them to the past! The seasonal pattern they show for 2010 includes data from 2011, 2012, 2013, etc... My “True Seasonal” uses only data known up to the current time and then is pushed forward on charts for the next year.

This tool is not just restricted to weekly data. You can use this indicator on daily bars as well.

Gold Williams True Seasonal
Wheat Williams True Seasonal

Coffee Williams True Seasonal
Helpful Hints for the True Seasonal

You will need to reformat two properties in TradeStation to ensure the seasonals display properly.

To draw a seasonal into the future, TradeStation needs enough bar spacing on the right side of the chart.

To get the space required, right click on your chart. Select “Format Window”. Then change the Space to the Right to 253 bars.

You need to make sure you have enough data to draw a reliable seasonal. The more data the better. Use the @ symbol with your market symbol or if you want to use the front month, please include the @ symbol so that it merges with the previous contracts.

Next, right click on your chart and select “Format Symbol”. In the settings tab, change the years back to a very high number so that TradeStation will give you all the data it has for your market. Something high, like 90 years will work well.

That should be all you need to get the seasonal drawn on your chart.
Special Instructional Videos

We have posted a special instructional video on the following web page - please take a moment to go there to learn more about my true seasonal index.


Contact Information

Questions? Need assistance? Please feel free to contact us.

Sales and Customer Assistance:
Toll Free Phone (US): 800-209-1664    Direct Line: 619-787-3674
Email: customerservice@ireallytrade.com    Website: www.ireallytrade.com

Larry Williams Tools Packages & Systems

You can view some of our other product offerings in TradeStation.

https://tradestation.tradingappstore.com/developers/LNLPublishing

Disclaimer

Our course(s), products, indicators, and services should be used as learning aids. If you decide to invest or trade real money, all trading decisions are your own. The risk of loss in trading stocks, futures, & commodities can be substantial. You should therefore carefully consider whether such trading is suitable for you in light of your financial condition.

Hypothetical or actual performance results have limitations as the future is never like the past. No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profit. We do our level best to teach you to trade but, as they say, results do vary.